We consider a speci c realization of the renormalization group (RG) transformation acting on functional measures for scalar quantum elds which are expressible as a polymer expansion times an ultra{violet cuto Gaussian measure. The new and improved de nitions and estimates we present are su ciently general and powerful to allow iteration of the transformation, hence the analysis of complete renormalization group ows, and hence the construction of a variety of scalar quantum eld theories.
Introduction
The present technical monograph contains the detailed analysis of a single RG transformation of a type general enough to use on scalar quantum eld models of a broad class, including infra-red 4 4 , and the non{Gaussian 4 4? model. It is one of a series of papers by the authors ( BY90] BDH97] ) in which we use rigorous renormalization group techniques to study the short and long distance behavior of various quantum eld theories.
We generally consider scalar elds taken to be real valued functions on a torus . In its simplest form the problem is to study functional integrals over the elds of the form 
where C i is a smooth positive-de nite function with good decay as jx ? yj ! 1 which is almost independent of the index i. The potential V ( ; ) is some local function of , for example of the form V ( ; ) = Z h : 4 : + : (@ ) 2 : + : 2 : i dx (3) where the coupling constants ; ; are small, and > 0. The decomposition (2) has the consequence that convolution by the Gaussian measure F( ) = R F( + )d ( ) can be written as a sequence of convolutions : : : 2 1 0 F where i has covariance L ?2i dim C i (L ?i x; L ?i y). Therefore integration with respect to can be expressed as a sequence of convolutions.
The renormalization group analysis carries out this sequence of convolutions, expressing such an integral in terms of more general integrals 
Here the sum is over collections fX i g of polymers X de ned to be unions of unit blocks.
The polymer activities A(X; ) are required to have their dependence localized in X and to decay in X. The polymer activities generally have more structure, and are expressed in the form A(X; ) = 2(X)e ?V (X; ) + K(X; )
where 2 is the characteristic function of unit blocks, and V is a local potential similar to the original potential. If K = 0 we recover Z = e ?V , so K describes the deviation from a strictly local potential. A single renormalization group transformation replaces A or (K; V ) by new activities A 0 or (K 0 ; V 0 ). This happens in three steps. The rst step is called \ uctuation:" a Gaussian convolution is applied to the density Z( ), and the result is expressed as a new polymer expansion. The essential properties of Gaussian integration we need for this are summarized in the Appendix. The second step is extraction and consists of localizing relevant pieces of K and transferring them to V . One can think of this as the step in which coupling constants are renormalized, and the resulting \renormaliza-tion cancelations" are exhibited. The third step is scaling which returns the Gaussian measure to its original form (on a smaller torus). In this way, the RG transformation has been realized in a form ready for iteration. The complete analysis of a RG problem now proceeds by iterating these three steps and tracking the ow of the activities.
The purpose of this paper is to estimate the e ect of each of these steps on the polymer activities. In the initial section (section 2) we describe polymer expansions and the norms we use, and in section 3 a small norm condition is proved for the speci c case of the local 4 d potential. Then in section 4 we give de nitions and estimates for the three parts of a single RG transformation: the uctuation step, the extraction step, and the scaling step. Finally, we include an appendix which states important properties of Gaussian integrals.
Our theorems are variations on earlier proofs of similar theorems, see especially BDH94a], BDH95] . However we have technical improvements which are of such a wide scope that a complete new treatment seems necessary. The main changes are:
1. Formerly the detailed estimates on K(X; ), particularly in the scaling step, required that the dependence on be explicitly separated in a dependence on and a few low order derivatives. Thus polymer activities might be written in the form K(X; ) =K(X; ; @ ; @ 2 ). Doing this consistently was a nuisance. The present treatment does away with this extra structure and works directly with K(X; ).
2. We have introduced a new notion of \dimension" which applies to polymer activities. With this de nition, the split of activities into relevant (dimension d) and irrelevant (dimension > d) parts becomes more systematic. 3. Formerly the large eld behavior of the polymer activities K(X; ) was required to be no worse than exp( k@ k 2 X ) where the norm is a suitable Sobolev norm. This was supposed to be more or less preserved through each step. For infrared problems this causes a lot of trouble because it leads to the introduction of boundary terms, closed polymers, hybrid polymers, etc. For problems in which the background potential e ?V supplies a stabilizing factor exp(? k k 2 ) (such as (3)) we nd that it is su cient make the weaker requirement that large eld behavior be no worse than exp( k@ 2 k 2 X ). This decreases under scaling and so is easily preserved. This idea also appears in Lemma 19 of AR96]. With no boundary terms we are free to take all polymers to be open which is the simplest possibility.
4. Formerly in the extraction step one was allowed to remove pieces from K(X; ) only if X was a small set. The new treatment allows extractions for any X. This makes it possible to track more cleanly the leading contributions to K(X; ) in low order perturbation theory, something that is essential for good control.
5. We make no assumption of translation invariance, or that elds have their canonical scaling dimension.
The new theorems are especially designed for a problem on non-Gaussian infrared xed points in 4 ? dimensions, BDH96], BDH97]. However they are quite general and should be appropriate tools for any problem with a scalar eld and potential similar to (3). This should be true in any dimension and for both infrared and ultraviolet problems. (However they do not seem especially appropriate for the sine-Gordon model and dipole problems.) With modi cations we are hopeful that they are useful for more than just scalar eld theories.
In this paper, we adopt the convention for constants that O(1) signi es a number which is independent of the parameters. By C we denote numbers which may depend on L, but not on other parameters. An L-polymer is a union of L-blocks.
Polymer activities are complex valued functions K(X) de ned on polymers, including the empty set, although one should assume that K(;) = 0, unless cautioned otherwise. Our polymer activities are also functions K(X; ) of the elds . 
where the sum is over partitions of X into a set of polymers fX j g. The Exponential is a terminating series. It deserves attention because Exp(A + B) = Exp(A) Exp(B).
An example of a function on polymers is the ordinary exponential of a local interaction (e ?V )(X; )) where V (X; ) is the local potential (3). Note that (e ?V )(X; ) is independent of the values (x) taken on the complement, i.e.: (e ?V )(X; 1 ) = (e ?V )(X; 2 ) if 1 (x) = 2 (x) for all x 2 X. All polymer activities we consider will have this localization property. Note also that the function (e ?V )(X) is multiplicative which means that (e ?V )(X Y ) = (e ?V )(X)(e ?V )(Y ) whenever X \ Y = ;.
Another example is the function 2(X) =
( 1 if X is a unit block 0 otherwise,
Since every polymer has a unique decomposition into blocks, it follows from (7) that Exp(2) = 1, the function that is identically one on all polymers, and more generally Exp(2e ?V ) = e ?V : Thus, the initial density of a local eld theory has the form Z = (Exp(2e ?V ))( ):
The renormalization group does not preserve this form, but (Exp(2e ?V +K))( ), where K is a eld dependent polymer activity, is preserved in form. Note that
where now the sum is over sets fX j g of disjoint polymers in Y and X = j X j .
In general the polymer activities K(X; ) we need to consider have certain decay properties depending on the \size" of X, certain growth and decay behavior depending on the value of and its derivatives, and nally analyticity in the variable . All three properties are controlled by imposing a nite norm condition on K, for one of a general family of norms we now introduce.
Decay in X: the large set regulator ?
Let K(X) be a polymer activity (with possible dependence suppressed). The decay of K in the \size" of X is controlled by a norm of the following type kKk ?n = sup X X jK(X)j? n (X) (10)
Here the large set regulators ? n (X) are de ned in dimension d by
The volume jXj of X is the number of blocks in X. The in mum is over trees composed of bonds b connecting the centers of the blocks in X. The length jbj of a bond b = xy is de ned by the`1-metric sup 1 j d jx j ? y j j. is a rapidly increasing function described in Lemma 1 below. Note that such multilinear functionals de ne distributions on n by the kernel theorem. The choice of r is a restriction on how singular these distributions are allowed to be and is determined by the model being considered. We have further conditions on the polymer activities K(X; ): 1. Each K(X; ) should be Frechet-analytic in in a complex strip around the real space C r ( ). It is equivalent to the condition that they are continuous functions on C r ( ) and that the the nite dimensional functions s ! K(X; + P s i f i ) are all analytic in a strip.
Smoothness in the elds
2. We assume that the dependence of K(X; ) is localized in X in the sense that it is actually a function on C r ( X) which is evaluated on 2 C r ( ) by rst taking the restriction of to X. Then K n (X; ; f 1 ; :::f n ) is also de ned for f j 2 C r ( X) and for f j 2 C r ( ) by restriction. The derivative vanishes if any f j vanishes on X. (C r ( X) is all functions in C r (X) such that partial derivatives have continuous boundary values. The norms k k C r (X) and k k C r ( X) coincide).
The size of the derivatives K n (X; ) is naturally measured by the norm kK n (X; )k = supfjK n (X; ; f 1 ; : : : ; f n )j : f j 2 C r ( X); kf j k C r (X) 1g: (16) for n > 0 and kK 0 (X; )k = jK 0 (X; )j.
However, in the uctuation step we nd we need a localized version. Therefore we consider derivatives restricted to neighborhoods = fx : dist(x; ) < 1=4g (17) of blocks . Let n = ( 1 ; : : : ; n ) be an n-tuple of blocks. The localized norm is kK n (X; )k~ n = supfjK n (f 1 ; : : : ; f n )j : f j 2 C r ( X); kf j k C r (X) 1; suppf j ~ j \ Xg (18) A connection between the natural norm (16) and the localized version is given if we select a smooth partition of unity indexed by unit blocks such that supp ~ .
We assume that each is a translate of a xed function . We de ne k k as the best constant such that k fk k k kfk (19) Lemma 2 For any and any polymer activity K kK n (X; )k k k n and k k X is the L 2 (X) norm. We take large enough so that this norm can be used in Sobolev inequalities for any low order derivative @ , a point we discuss shortly.
For any such G de ne a norm on derivatives K n (X; ) by
where n = ( 1 ; : : : ; n ). For these norms to be useful, we will need further properties for the regulators G. The uctuation step involves convolution with a Gaussian measure C with a covariance operator C which has a kernel C(x; y) with good decay and regularity properties. We discuss general properties of Gaussian convolution in the Appendix.
To control the uctuation step we will need a family of regulators G t (X; ) that are integrable with respect to C in the sense that G3 : (t?s)C G s (X; ) G t (X; ) These will generally have the form G t (X; ) = 2 jXj G # (X; ) t G(X; ) 1?t
for some regulator G # . If we choose G(X; ) = G( ; X; ) and G # ( ; X; ) = G(2 ; X; ) then the following lemma shows that for su ciently small the integrability is satis ed. where we have used the functional heat equation discussed in the Appendix. k@ + Ck 1;X k@ k X k@ k X = 8 2 kCkk k 2 X;2; and this is smaller than the dependent terms in @U=@t when 0 kCk is su ciently small, because 2 is small compared with . 
and similarly for jKj ?;h . Proof We show that lim !1 sup kK n (X; )k~ n G 0 ( ; X; ) ?1 G( ; X; ) ?1 = kK n (X; 0)k~ n (38) assuming that C = sup kK n (X; )k~ n G 0 (1; X; ) ?1 G(1; X; ) ?1 < 1
The supremum is greater than or equal to the value at zero which is kK n (X; 0)k~ n . We claim that for su ciently large the supremum is taken on the set k k Cr ?1=4 .
To see this note that kK n (X; )k~ n G 0 ( ; X; ) ?1 G( ; X together with an analogous result for the kernel norms.
Proof The rst inequality is easy. For the second let j n ( ) =
The bound for the kernel norm is a corollary by (37).
2
Property G2 implies the following lemma. Lemma 7 For all disjoint polymers X, Y kK n (
where G is evaluated on X Y on the left side. If X, Y are permitted to intersect then
(45) for some speci c potential V . This is the usual starting point of the renormalization group in quantum eld theory, and is moreover, in most elementary examples, the form of the leading approximation to the ow of the RG.
We shall give a bound on ke ?V (X) k G;h for the general 4 potential in d{dimensions:
de ned in (3) 
Proof We rst prove the result when X is a single block . We set V ( ) = V ( ; ; ; ; ). Let f n = (f 1 ; : : : ; f n ) be C r ( ) functions with norm one. We compute the derivatives of e ?V by h n n! (e ?V ) n ( ; f n ) = h n n! X (?1) j j Y j V n j ( ; f j )e ?V ( ) :
Here = f j g is any partition of 1; : : : ; n and n j = j j j, and f j denotes the set of functions f i with i 2 j . We use jV n j ( ; f j )j kV n j ( )k. Furthermore classify the partitions by the number of elements r and order the elements in the partition which overcounts by a factor of r!. Finally use the fact that there are n!=n 1 !:::n r ! ordered partitions with given n j . This yields h n n! k(e ? 
where p(t) = t 4 + terms of lower degree in t. 
We combine these and take the parameters su ciently small, so that the sum over n is bounded by 2 as required.
In the general case, where X is no longer a single block, we write
By the multiplicative property (43),
The bound for the kernel norm is a corollary by (37), taking 0 = ? and = and then the limit ! 1. 2
We now estimate the norms of certain classes of functionals which will arise later. P(X; ) is said to be a polynomial of degree r if derivatives of higher order than r vanish. 
To prove this suppose we are given n . Let f n be functions with support in~ n and with kf j k C r (X) 1. Expand P n (X; ; f n ) in powers of P n (X; ; f n ) = r X k=n 1=(k ? n)!P k (X; 0; f n ; k?n )
Localize using the partition of unity introduced in section 2.3. Then we have
The term is bounded using lemma 4 to obtain
and this leads to
We multiply by h n =n!, sum over n and use the binomial theorem with the result
which proves (61). By lemma 7, theorem 1 and (61) we have
The result follows by taking the k k ? norm of both sides, because G 2 = G(2 ) and 2 = O( 1=2 on a new torus 0 where = L 0 . We want to express this new density in the form Z 0 ( 0 ; ) = const(ExpA 0 )( 0 ; ) with new polymer activities A 0 . We treat this problem in three steps: A uctuation step which is the convolution with C , an extraction step which is a rearrangement of the polymer expansion and, thirdly, the scaling step.
In the models of interest, it will be necessary to know more about A than just its norm: it will be necessary to \guess" an approximate form of A, and to estimate the norm of the error. The leading order guess is the form A = 2e ?V + K where 2 is given by (8), V is of the form (3) for some parameter values, and the error K is suitably small. For each of the three steps making up the RG map, we will state and prove a theorem which maps an A of this type to a new A 0 of the same form. More re ned guesses can be expressed as a further breakdown of the form K = Qe ?V + R where Qe ?V are some leading contributions to K and R is very small. Expressed another way, we have A = B + R where B = (2 + Q)e ?V describes the leading form of A. We then want to write the new activities in the form A 0 = B 0 + R 0 with B 0 known and R 0 very small.
Estimates on polymer activities will be given in terms of the norms k k G;?;h ; k k G;h;? introduced in section 2. Unless otherwise noted the (G; ?; h) will be of the general form discussed in that section.
Fluctuation
The uctuation step is the map induced on polymer activities by Gaussian convolution with respect to a measure with covariance C = C(x; y). In applications, the covariance C is usually a smooth Euclidean or toral invariant function rapidly decaying in the separation jx ? yj. The technical hypotheses on C needed to control the uctuation step turns out to be smoothness and niteness of the following norm:
C( 1 ; 2 ) = k 1 C 2 k C 2r 
The main uctuation theorem refers to norms which involve G(t; X; ), a one{ parameter family of regulators G(t; X; ) that satisfy G3 in addition to the basic properties G1 and G2: Theorem 2 For any polymer activity A and any t 2 0; 1], there is a unique polymer activity A(t) so that ; k(0; h) = kAk G(0);?;h By the action principle applied to this Hamilton-Jacobi equation there is a solution which is analytic in t; h near t; h = 0. By uniqueness the majorant series must be the power series in t; h that represents this solution and therefore the majorant series is convergent for t; h su ciently small depending on the initial data kAk G ( 
The estimate now follows by dominating this expression by the kMk norm and then the kLk norm.)
Returning to the main proof we evaluate on Z, take the supremum over weighted by G ?1 , and sum over the n-tuple of cubes~ n . Here kA n k~ n ;G = sup kA n k~ n G( ) ?1 still needs the sum over~ n to become the G-norm. To obtain this bound we needed the property G2 and the fact that the sum is over disjoint sets X; Y with X Y = Z. Note that X; x must be nearest neighbors and so must Y; y .
Shortly we want to sum over Z containing a xed . This forces one of X or Y to contain . By including a factor of two we can restrict to the case where it is X which contains . (We drop the other constraint on X). Keep In the second step we have used that the sum over y gives kCk and then identi ed kA 1+j j k G;? . Taking the supremum over gives the ?-norm. Now note that the sum over is the same as summing over l = j j with a factor of \n choose l" and so 
We multiply by h n =n! and sum over n kB C (A 
where O(1) depends on M.
Remark. The idea is that kBk G(s);?;h enters the kernel estimates with a large negative power of h to reduce its contribution.
Proof We give the proofs for s = 0. The remark below Theorem 2 shows why this is su cient.
( (2) The di culty here is that there is no straightforward version of Theorem 2 for the kernel norm. Instead we work directly from the ow equation (71) 
The third term is bounded by lemma 9, provided we use the singular G concentrated at 0. 
Extraction
Now suppose that the polymer activity has the form A = 2e ?V + K. The extraction step consists in removing terms F from the K's and compensating by shifts in the potential V . This will be used to put the relevant parts of K in V . We assume F satis es the following localization property: F(X; ) is de ned on polymers and has the decomposition 
Remark The proof is postponed. Note the distinguished role of in this theorem.
To illustrate how we are going to use this theorem suppose that V (X) = R X : 4 : and F(X; ) = (X) R : 4 : where (X) vanishes on polymers X with three or more blocks. Then the stability bound holds by theorem 1 provided
So we could take f(X) = Cj (X)jjj (X)j ?1 with C = 4 P X ?1 (X), which is nite for X summed over all polymers with jXj 2. The smallness condition is now that kfk ? 3 = C ?1 k k ? 3 be su ciently small.
The next theorem is a variation on these results in which a constant term F 0 (X) (independent of ) is also removed from K and factored out front.
Theorem 6 If K is a polymer activity and F 0 (X); F 1 (X; ) satisfy the localization hypothesis (100) 2 , then there exists a new polymer activity E(K; F 0 ; F 1 ) so that:
Exp(2e ?V + K)( ) = e Overlap connected is not the same as X i being connected because the polymers X i need not be connected. Given a polymer activity J de ne
where the sum is over overlap connected sets of distinct polymers whose union is X.
Lemma 10
where the sum is over sets of distinct polymers contained in X.
Proof Group the fX i g into disjoint overlap connected sets.
2
Lemma 11 Let F be any polymer activity and let Here X = i X i , and the sum is over collections of disjoint subsets fX i g and collections of distinct subsets fZ k g so that 1. the union over fX i g and fZ k g is W; 2. each Z k intersects both X and X c = n X; 3. the polymers fX i g; fZ k g are overlap connected.
Proof Let X c = n X. We have 
Then group the polymers in the sum over fX i g; fZ k g into disjoint overlap connected sets. One nds that e ?V + Exp(K)( ) = Exp(2e ?V 0 +E(K))( ) with E(K) = E(K; F)
as claimed in the lemma. We used the stability hypothesis without concern for the di erence between V and V 0 because f is su ciently small and there is a factor of 2 in the stability hypothesis.
These two points also are used in estimating the Cauchy integral as if z ? 1 were z. 
The theorem follows by combining (127,129). 
where (x) is the bump function which de nes the partition of unity in x2. 
The new estimate needs the stronger bound for L ?1 scale polymers X:
k(e ?V ) L ?1(X)k g;h 2:
(138) where g(X; ) = G ?1 0 ( 0 ; X; )G( =2; X; ) = exp h ? 0 k k 2 X + =2k@ k 2 X;2; i (139) Again, theorem 1 proves this for a choice of V .
Next we de ne the scaling dimension of a polymer activity K. We set
where the in mum is taken over n such that K n (X; 0) 6 = 0. Here r n is de ned to be the largest integer satisfying r n r and K n (X; = 0; p n ) = 0 whenever p n is an n{tuple of polynomials of total degree less than r n . Roughly r n gives the number of derivatives in K n . Omitting the condition r n r would give a more intrinsic concept, but adding the restriction is necessary because K is a functional on C r .
As an example of how this de nition works we compute the dimension of
We have K 2 (X; 0; f 1 ; f 2 ) = 2 Z X (@f 1 )(x)(@f 2 )(x)dx This vanishes if either f 1 or f 2 is a constant and so r 2 = 2. Since K n (X; 0) = 0 for n 6 = 2 we have dim(K) = dim(K 2 ) = 2 + 2 dim . Theorem 9 Let V satisfy (138). 
? can be replaced by ? q with q = 0; 1; : : : and then O(1) depends on q.
The proof of these two theorems is given after the following lemmas. 
Here we inserted the partition of unity n to localize the scaled f L ?1 back in blocks of unit scale. Note that f L ?1 = 0 unless L~ f intersects , and for xed there are at most 2 d blocks f satisfying this constraint. Thus doing the sum over n f rst in the last step gives rise to a factor 2 dn . In the last step we have also estimated in C r :
Now the rst inequality is proved and the second is an immediate corollary. 
where r n appears in De nition 3. We claim that 
Now X is connected and if we also assume that it is convex then the path z ?s(x j ?z) stays entirely in X and it follows that (145) is also true for q = r n . If X is not convex we have to use another representation for the remainder which is discussed at the end of the proof. The rst inequality follows from the de nition of r n : only the terms with total degree r n contribute to K n . Using (145) we have jK n (X; 0; f n L ?1 )j = j X q i rn ( X q j r n )K n (X; 0; g 1;q 1 : : : g n;qn )j X not convex: For any su ciently smooth function f(x) let T(x; z) be the Taylor polynomial of order r ? 1 around x = z and let R(x; z) be the remainder so f(x) = T(x; z) + R(x; z). Usually the remainder is expressed in terms of derivatives of order r along a line from z to x. Here we argue that instead one can express the remainder in terms of derivatives of order r along any piecewise linear curve from z to x.
Suppose for simplicity that we have a curve from z to z 0 to x. We The next lemma refers to a regulator G de ned on L ?1 -scale polymers by 
Proof Take p large enough so that p dim dim K. For n < p we expand the n-th derivative K L ?1 ;n (L ?1 X; t ; f n ) in a Taylor series in t to order p ? n. 
The rst factor is paired with kK q (X; t L ?1)k and the second factor is paired with k k q?n . Using lemma 4, the fact that a small set has O(1) blocks and the hypotheses on ; 0 , one nds that
and hence
This leads to the bound 
